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Hi Parents....Keep Safe 
 I have enclosed the amended version of the arrangements sent out last week. 
Increasingly I hear more and more examples of families experiencing real anxiety about schools returning in 
September.   Not just at St Andrew’s but nationwide  the problem of anxiety is of real concern. 
I have streamlined our original arrangements and added clear provision/ support for any potential  anxious parents / 
children. 
During parent consultation and since last week’s sending out of the original arrangements any emails  from parents 
were mostly about uniform/lunchtime / homework queries .Very few were about the arrangements . It seems the vast 
majority of parents fully understand the difficulties and are brilliantly supporting us. Thank You. 

Jst4kidz - our partners- are also absolutely brilliant in making themselves available to help parents. 

 
 
 
Remember: this is Stage 1 covering the first few days...before we then review and ‘tweak’ - if necessary. 

  
Please note: during this difficult period, all parents may choose to collect their children at earlier times to suit each 
families needs. This can be arranged by ringing school. 

        Again, we are trying to support parents by being as flexible as possible in order to alleviate varying levels of 
anxiety. 

The new timetable: 
Parents will have time to walk between gates if they have two children starting / finishing at the same time from 
different gates. 
 
           8.20:      Y6 + Y2  will start.Y6 through Large Playground.Y2 through Small Playground. Finish  2.10 from 
same gates 
                                 ——0000—- 
 8.35:       Y5 + Y1 + Y3 will start .Y5 through Large Playground.  
                   Y3 through Main Entrance .  Finish 2.25 - Y3 also  from Large Playground not Main Entrance  
                   Y1 through S Playground            Finish 2.25   - from Small Playground gate. 
                    
                                  ——-0000—- 
  8.50.      Y4 + Reception will start .Y4 through Large Playground. Two Reception Classes (Mrs Waller + Miss 
Goforth) through Small Playground (SB/KH Class through Nursery side entrance.) Finish 2.40  from same 
gates as on entry. 
            
                                  ———-00000—— 
  9.05       Siblings/Family Groups ( If they can’t be at their designated Yr Grp time) to start  - Younger children 
through Small Playground .Upper children through    Large Playground. - This option is to save parents from 
waiting around.               Parents choice of finish - either at designated time of their children’s individual Year 
Group (as individuals)-  or 2.40-2.55 ( as a family group) - from same gates they entered .(Parents to confirm 
their choice with school). 
                               ——-00000—— 
   9.15 - for the seriously anxious children/ parents - parents have to request this option if they feel it will 
benefit their needs. Enter by Small or Large Playground depending on age of child. Finish time to be any time 
between 1.00-2.55 to suit parent/ child needs( parent can arrange with school their preferred time)from Main 
Entrance or designated gate at designated Yr Grp time of exit.(By arrangement with individual parents)  

         

 
‘Phased’ arrangements will be considered  on request.- eg if any child is best suited to just a couple of hours 
then building up over the first few days. 
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   9.15-        Other ‘especially’ vulnerable parents eg pregnant mums who don’t want to be on the playground or 
a crowded footpath at anytime ,to enter by the Main Entrance at 9.15 but only by request. Finish time - flexible 
depending on needs of parent. 
                             ———00000———— 
9.05 Late Comers:- I am not aiming to offer any ‘special’ arrangement for this group other than that they will be 
allowed in at 9.05- through their child’s designated gate. They cannot just turn up and expect to enter at other 
times. 
                              ———00000——— 
                                
 
          Nursery: morning nursery 8.20 start - now through the Nursery side gate with parents exiting through 
corner car park gate so there is a one way system and alleviating any potential bottlenecks. Morning Nursery 
finish at 11.20 through same gates. 
                           Afternoon Nursery - same procedure with 12.30 start,3.30 finish. 
                              ———-000000———- 
 
Staff Training Days -7th/8th September...From 12.00 Tuesday, we have already arranged with Reception 
parents ‘ induction ‘ sessions with it being their kiddies first time in the ‘Big School’. 

         As with other Year Groups, no parent can enter the school. 
 
 
Many children in other Year Groups may wish for a similar opportunity after such a long period away from 
school. 

So, we are providing similar taster sessions for any parent/child who would  like to just pop in ( But parents 
must stay on playground )Kids can see their Year Group gates/doors and have a brief visit to their classrooms. 
We may have just a few, if any, or we may have the whole school !!! 

If you wish to take up this invite then you MUST PLEASE EMAIL ME OR YOUR CHILD’s CLASSTEACHER 
BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 2nd - 6th.- Parents will only be allowed onto the playgrounds if they have requested a 
visit. Thank You 

 
 
Timetable for ‘Taster’ sessions - MONDAY 7th.  12.15 Morning Nursery 

                                                                                            1.15- Y3 

                                                                                            1.50-Y4 
                                                               TUESDAY 8th. 10.30- Y2 
                                                                                            11.00-Y6 
                                                                                            11.30-Y5 
                                                                                            11.50- Y1 
                                                                                   from12.00 Reception classes(already arranged) 
                                                                                            12.30 Afternoon Nursery 

                                                                                         
 
Each session should last less than 5 mins -ish.- Please remember, Parents cannot enter the building/ 
classrooms. 
Further details will be sent out nearer to these dates. 
 
Please note...I need to lock my email away for a few days, it needs a rest!(so do I !!!) 
Regards, Graham Huckstep  

 
 
 
 


